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Handout from “Exploration Geophysics of the Shallow Subsurface”,
by H. Robert Burger, Prentice-Hall

THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 

The earth's magnetic field at any point on the earth's surface is a vector quantity that is 
defined by measuring its total intensity and direction. Intensity can be measured by any 
number of instruments, some of which are des<:ribcd in a following s""tinn. Orientation is 
readily determined by allowing a compass needle to rmate freely in all directions. Just as in 
the case of a bar magnet, the needle will rotate into parallelism with the earth's field. 

Field Elements 

The total-field vector is defined hy its intensi ty ; iL~ indilltJIion i, which is the angle the 
vector makes with a horizontal plane; and its dec/illation d, which is the angle the venical 
plane containing the total-field vector makes with geographic nOlth. These relationships are 
illustrated in Figure 7-7. F( can be resolved into a vertical wmponcnt Z,. and a hnrizontal 
component HE' The vertical plane containing ZE' and HE is a magnetic meridian. H F. can 
also be resolved into horizontal components directed toward geographic nOlth (XE) and geo
graphic east (Y,.J. The 'e seven geomagnetic elements are interrelated in several ways that 
are readily apparent from !'igure 7-7. Any three elements are sutl'iciem to determine the 
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Figure 7.7 1lIe element~ of the eanh's mag.nc:lic field; :total·field vector, HL '" hori-
zontal component, ~= vertical component, d '" declination, and i '" mdinallon. 

Chap. 7 

remaining four. A thorough grasp of these relationships is essential for later deri vations, so 
be sure you can reproduce each of the following: 

= ~ H: + Z; = ..j"X"';'+---C>-:"i -+---=z"; 
sin i , cos i. and tan i = (7-9) 

XE = Hf:cosd and Y" = sind 

The positions on the earth's surface where i = 90° are known as the magnetic dip 
poles (see Fig. 7-11 ), and the magnetic equator is defined by positions of i = 0", At the dip 
poles ZE = _. and the intensity is approximately 70,000 nT (nanotesla). At the magnetic 
equator, HE = ,and the intensity is approximately 30,000 nT. Note that the earth's mag· 
netic field varies in intensity by more than 200 percent, whereas the gravity field varies only 
by approximately 0.5 percent. 
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